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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERI4S
The prohlera of providing adequate supplementary
reading material for first grade beginning readers has been
of paramount importance. The choice of appropriate
material and the subsequent placement of this material in a
sequence v:hlch assured its most successful utilization by
children required an analysis of the material in terms of
the experiences of children and the objectives of the
reading program. These objectives have often been guided
through a specific reading series which for purposes of
this study has been designated as the Curriculum Foundation
Series published by the Scott-Fore sman Company of Chicago,
Illinois.
I . THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem . It was the purpose of
this study (I) to compare the vocabularies of first grade
basal readers — pre-primers, primers, and first readers —
and of other books for children with the vocabulary of the
Scott-Fore sman readers for first grade; (2) to compile a
graded bibliography of these books; and (3) to compile an
additional selected bibliography of books to be used for the
enrichment of concepts found in the stories of these first
y'Tis^nefr. dlqcti/s to psloc'iq erlT





B nt e frf^ to ?/rfini?*o/:Iq (^ffojjpoecfwft 6rf? lf!B XeiteJcra
»
Y.c< nolzfpsXll^w lyteaofoup. ^aoni a:^i ^^^1yaai3 rfo^ifw ^•o^^^wp8e
to ni XsX'iO'fortT £'riif to f>s*2!ii/p6*x {lo^fiXX/lo
to eevi^06 f.cfc ori^ bar n^Mtrio to ses/ioiToqxo ©rio
jF)9f>li/7H fioecf ns^to &V;'jfi P 9vi^o©t^Q 089fiT.
^0 SPfiC>C*X;/0', *50t rfoX.iV SOiTO© oitlO©<J3 B d'?.lSO*iCl^
5ix/X^o^'r?b ©xf? sb neotf 8.od




. to 03oq*3wq ©xDJ saw vI , jieX<ifo*xg ©/i»T to J’/rotno^
i ^
n't ^v K .
oSlit tc aoi'LBXwcfsoov ei^^woo (I) x^vis Bio?
] . aisoJi©*^ tfsTit X>ftB ,B'i©fflXnq — B'loiSfiO'i iBBmd
srjy’ to rPifiXocfBoov ©flJ tlttv CB^tbltrio *?ot a^oocf •loffcj'o to bn^
B eltqmoo o^ (S) [QbB'S'^ ^e-xlt Tot artbBG-t a&S!BBto^-tiood
tiB ©IXcrr^oo (5) hOB ;b-Xoc4 ©aerfif to Tf^^-ii^pXXcflvX bebB'iB
©ri^ *iot 6©8i.f ©d o;^ ajtcod to Yd^^'^SoXXdid f>©^ooX9a CBnol:tXf)f)i5
rfanit ©uedtf to aeX'ioifB ©il^ ni tnuot aJ^oofico to ^no/nrfoX*UT9
X-
2grade books of the Curriculum Foundation Series.
Importance of the study . The first grade reading
program has been based on the premise that a child
experienced reading as a process of getting Ideas from the
printed page and In so doing becomes familiar with words as
symbols of these Ideas through repetition In meaningful
content and becomes more competent In fluent and accurate
*
reading at each level.
Since children have brought varied experiences and
understandings to the reading program, teachers have been
faced with the problem of supplementing those which were
Inadequate and of enriching those which were limited in
order that the mechanics of the reading process might be
successfully taught. Success at each level and preparation
for ea.ch succeeding level has been facilitated through the
use of an abundance of easy and Interesting books. The
field of children's literature as well as supplementary
basal readers have been sources of this material. With an
emphasis upon the Importance of adequate understanding of
underlying concepts and with a realization of the value of
a controlled vocabulary, this study has been undertaken.
II. DEFINITION OF TERl^IS USED
Basal readers . Books designated as basal readers
were those books or series of books the vocabulary of which
ffti/Xu^iTurO 9di '?c arJloocf
?^rtiI.jE9'T 9rf!T ^ 22 22«£lX5l£lI
bli^o B S'Axf:" r?aXine*iq no betiBcf naerf 8 ail jnBnT,o*i<i
9dt mc'iJ aBSbJt lo aesoc'iq b- aB
&Bon9X*xsqx9
as aXtrow T.Xrrj- 1: asinooerf 3nioI) o3 nl e'3«<T
f>etrrX'iq
Ir.n^iXfrB9ET nl noi^l^eqe^: 3B9.o 1 e3t.xl!r-*
alorfn^a
fjrtBti/ooB brfB n.C ^nacTeqniOo e-iooi aei30c€4f
bna ^rte^noo




bffr, 89on9**f«ixo belTfiV ^rf^iro^cf ©veil nsibllrfo aoffIS
n©acf ®vi=>£l prceiiona^ .SBi^oiq tbBO'i afiS; (Kf a%nibnB^3'!9i>nt:
9iev 93orW ani^aems^Iqqi/a lo fcaXcfa'rq »ri^ fWXv
bdOBt
: nX bd^lBiiX 9*T9W rfelHw ©aojilf 3Cir:Dl'rn©
bnn 9?capebBfli
ed tff-^lm.aaBooaq anlbBaa ertt *tp 80lru:d?sia
rrol^/'.irqs'tq X?^v©X rfOB© ;>b aaiioaaE
tlX^naasocira
aril ii?5f;o'tffJ balB^iXXcBt naocf «BXf X©v©X ^fiXbeeooi/a rfoB9
aot
&iiS’ ,oioc>d t^nX?a©'xoJnX brip %iiB« lo acnBbrurdB
n.9 lo ©eu
VtBjneir^oIqqjja fiB XX©v 3B «3if^irt84-Xl 8 bXeXl
rtB d^XW .iBX'-e^nn sXd^ to asoai/ca no<»<f «VB/f
Xb3M
to s^rupebB to (vfisr noqu
al-.Bfiqme
,to ©u-^BV ©rf^ to noXJfl^Xlfle- a rfSiyr t>ns^
a^qoonoo saX^X-tabmi
fe;. .na.’teJis'jruJ ns^cf anri xi>via aii'J
t««XCo1^^09 a
*.**•- —
a*55U EJ^^l '^0 VIOlTIl'.I'^Sq .11
anobnyi X»a£cf an ?>€ ;t Hfij^Xe ©b e^ofl
xioXr^^-to ^aBludBoov ©ift aiood to sei'ioe io a^tox^ ©aoftt
©now
3has been so controlled as to provide for continuous growth
In word recognition.
Vocabul8.ry . The first grade vocabulary of the Scott-
Foresman Curriculum Foundation Series Readers included all
words used in the pre-primers — Look and See , We Work
and Play
,
We Come and Co —
,
in the primer, Fun with Dick
and Jane
,
and in the first reader, Our Nevr Friends. v;lth the
exception of those words formed by the addition of -s, -ed,
-Ing, and -*s to a root word previously Included. The
vocabulary of all other books analyzed included those words
used in the reading content of the books with the exception
of proper names and of those words formed by the addition
of the suffixes, -s, -ed, -ing, and -'s.
Literature books
.
^ Books which were written to be
read to children and to be read by children but the
vocabulary of which was not controlled were considered as
literature books.
Story units . In this study story units have been
Interpreted as groups of stories in the Curriculum Foundation
books for grade one which are centered around specific
themes as revealed in the analysis of story content.
In the remainder of the study the literature which
was available concerning vocabulary and content of reading
material has been reviewed. The analysis and comparison of
VriJtro-vr- 8.ro»faJm>o -tot 9/>ivoiq ot 0B fwXIoiJnco
oa (i».^ a*£t
.floJttn^Doo^ fwow nt
-L-jooS '\:;*iijlLfcrpoov ejVi*C'?» ^3t1* srfT
,txr b6x.i:XonX 8-.aX.Eer ^ef^oe EoX^ef,r..ro-?
8.qIqdi-.irC EEmaeto-?
eW 50B Mooj ?1 — aT^jiXiq-o-ic e.Xt nX Xieau
aMov
SeXO fjjXrf 3^3 erf* 3-' '— 32. 133 2£P-x .?— -ISi?
^S£
eriX rfJXw ,8_bEei'?I «2H 3.5
'—- ““
,X.e- ,s- To ,30 iJXI>X.E erfj xrf
bericT aV-o- eacr:? To noXTqeox*
or'T .&3.XevrrX qXr.wo.’V'iiq fi^ov
Xoco E oJ e'- 63E .Sr-X'
•obio - P 3 o:-i f-ebrtor-X faes^XEri.e
aApoti v.cSic tX.' to -tOEXiofeoo^
EOl3qoo>:e e.rfr :i?iv sx'cotf o.-Xi Tr,
JaeJr.oo ^^EX.Vee-. »rf? nJ X.esE
nrXXXito v)rf: vrf bsiioe-. ef'Kw eacifJ To
f>no e93«n 3eqo3q To
.a brr^ ,T^-X- ^8- ,s€»yn"tua
‘^c>
9.f ri- ifo
frfw a-v^ohT, . s^^ooi
6rfi
o^t ‘jhji n8ii>l2x-fo o?
B. /.s^^^t- .nco e'l^v f>eXIc^^aco
^on a.w rfr Li*, lo
.a:ifirod fX
n»ed ov.'.d aXXoo ^mXa xt>ata sXrfJ oI -3.1'iik ^3®^
noXiEbEEO-? CEXEcX-rti* orfi eX 8-.XtcX8 To
toroli 8e b-.Xa-rqoaJnX
oXTXosqs Tnuo"f fie-.aXoe-) o-ia rfoXEv sno
sb.eno ooT aScotf
.jEe^EOO XEOX., to «X-.vXEaa erf? rX beX-EOve-x ee
aeae.IJ
rioXXv eouXfOsJXX erfJ vtjrXa eEJ To -.e&rXiii'-q
‘ 'W nl
nn.-i«03 To XEOfnoo briE v.oEl-Jtfroov
anXr-^eonca oXrfaXXEvr aow
c«
m, >r rr V i. n- frtrfT raWf/VO'X 3?*6Cf a^xl - •J’i?-®
to aXotl^n/. eni
4vocabulary and content of specific books has been













n^a<f azfoorf oi*t/os<lo lo








REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Contributions to research concerning extensive
reading for beginners have come from three sources. First
and most numerous were the vocabulary studies of first
grade basal readers. Second were reports of experiments
in the use, value, and types of supplementary reading
material. Finally there was the work done concerning
children's preferences in literature.
Since the primary aim of the first grade reading
program is in building a substantial basic recognition
vocabulary, research in this area has been extensive. In






3twenty-nine second readers published before 1935. In
each study he analyzed the books to discover the number of
running words, the vocabulary load, the number of
repetitions of words, and the occurrence of each word in
the CJates Vocabulary List, Of major importance here are
1. Hockett, J.A., and Neeley, Deta P., “A Comparison of
Vocabularies of Thirty-three Primers”, Elementary
School Journal, 37: 190-202, November 1936.
2. Hockett, J.A., and Neeley, N.G-., "The Vocabularies of




”A Comparative Analysis of Twenty-nine
Second Readers", Journal of Educational Research,
31:665-71, May 1938.
^r; 'i*T9onco rlorr.r^s of en^ -^^i-x} f'lo rfo»>
fs’^ri os frro'i^t eooo dYBti
i'^^^nrjrocf 'lol v,rr!he9*i
jBtil to aeiiliJB 'ci^X<’>^'"''0'' BifOT*®"" Ji-M,t>r.s>
aJitoeii-slxe to aJ-roo'.'-r f':"v f)noo--.& .b'i»Bbr"
Irjj/.tf sB'.'is
j-ft/BasT £trJn''F0 Xtf'7 i.-a t' Boa .•"-'X.^v
.euu siiJ ni
3,-„'.Ti<;orxo snoii .'lOW e.ii
e-v c-srfS -cXC.mit
? £X n-t 3 9»aeibtirIo
'••
V*
•SnXJiJE -1 ai>fiv !^soXt aiii to n£js
.0 o;? oonfB
HoJ^ ilX^C 09*1 iP.UflB?oOWB A ;,rXtXXJjO' l\S 0^
'KB*IJ^O*Ct
nl . 6vx 3 f;9Jz 9 nos-J esd aate RiiJ r:X ,'io' oast
,Y.^."Xll^ oov
tc 3iI'.B,Ci-dsocT sriJ Ba'Xfioroci x'Xc.lcoK
S» to ooxior. e
,
VooBoo ,'ot .oxiiq foixiX -Y.C-rI;:J
III ijcex Stoterf ftsrleXI.x't’ti
!- riie onio-Yino*'?
to todaifn odJ 10VOO81B orT Ri'ood arfJ £-
'tXrrxB eh r'l/ta here
to Tehst-'r srit ,£>boX
lit f/ioK hore to erW one .o'-o-' to
otrott,r» ..ret
9-i.fl <«orf eotioJ-rooKi oof.eB tO .taXt /rr tortiXoV
eeJBO ehJ
the statistics on vocabulary loads. In the primers
studied the number of different words Included vary from
175 to 480 with the results from the combined lists
totaling 1,713 words. First readers present from 377 to
831 words per book and a grand total of twenty- eight
hundred words, while second readers Include typically two
thousand words. In each case the studies also indicate that
despite the apparently lengthy lists the trend is toward
a reduction in vocabulary load at these levels and toi^rd
an Increased number of repetitions for each new word.
Those books published more recently also show a larger
number of their words occurring in the first one thousand
4
words on the Gates List. A follow-up study by Hockett
on six primers and seven first readers published after
1935 serves to substantiate the previous conclusions in
its indication of a trend toward more restricted vocabulary.
The six recent first readers present a vocabulary load
averaging only seventy-eight per cent of that of the older
first readers. The seven first readers have seventy-one
per cent of the average number of different words of the
previous thirty-three primers.
5
In a similar study Rudislll analyzed the
4. Hockett, J. A.
,
"Vocabularies of Recent Primers and First
Reader", Elementary School Journal
,
39:112-15, Oct. 1938.
5. Rudisill, Mabel, '^’Selection of Pre-Primers and Primers",
Elementary School Journal
.
38: 683-93, 767-75, 1938.
g'Tori'rq v'lriS.ucfpcrv
no soiJ^ai.t^^^y erfit
poll v.iev fiofcuXanl s'-ziow Jne-xsXlit lo
ledciwi ®rff Aoifuria
oSaXX fjsnXunoo eriS po'it aXIt^cei srirt riJXrf 03fr oJ
3VX
o? "VC ijoi'V ifitaatw aaefii&i Jail'?
.er-^ov' CXV.X -^XXbJOv
fil^Xe-'cXnawif to XeJo# 4 tr^ >!oorf toc, afriow iC8
nvvt \tXX»oXc:y.J tfii'Xoni c-isfe'S" Xnoota
sXXXw .aJj-tov io'.fctmri
tfBrfJ 5JBC.:tni o3Xb saXiaras stiJ saeo rfcfis
nl .eJ«p» bncat/orfl
fi-jowoS bX S’ns-'.o ariJ eteiX vriJrnoX
sifi afXoaii>
bnf aCaval asarf) t . SrcX v'ri-i..'*f/'XOV nX
ncXiXoirSe't «
,iiow v,f,(! d'.AO lot B«c.XJX:>qan to 'tooiron
feoaBstonX na
•l3"r,-:f C f. voi- 'I’ la yXJ *~r.p berftXXiXw
i:!oo<f aao/W
/5 fi5 ai/orIt" 9 fio an? nx.
-t-
'‘jXo.-foH YC- 'TM-voiXot A .J3XX aaXo? adi
-to ofnow
^p^t^ ’Jiifp-XX.XIY'- aTO^asi X»t;t ORvoa Cna b-:stXt-'
3Xe no
OX snoXBoXotoo BOoXYR'iq
9?£XX.taJo<Xoa ol ao'.'se 3561
.VIrX'J'Xjv'.ov fcaXoX'iXoe'f S-OK Mavo.’ &nstX ft
to noXS-.ftoX-tfiX bJX
^oX ytf.X/^oooY ft ir:.fte'.q aiopBot Xantt Jneoo'- xXa
erTT
ftoMo o.'tX to X.-.rfJ to tnic -sq Si\:a.zt^avae yJ'~o
^nXs-ttftVB
9rto-tX'i«vye avil 8'i''b'> 9Y Xa*iXt nftv"a bcT
.^nef>os v 3t-t
6/fJ to ftl'tow Jneisttxo to -i-tfEun snp-.cv j
»iB to Jnao teq
.atoEXt-T eetrfX-YX’iX t ai/oXvs-t
orlJ 6ftStXrcu" ^XlXftCXoJ j.Xirxs
tiX'rXa o oI
7vocabularies of twenty- six pre-primers and seventeen
primers to find the pre-primers which best prepare for
primer reading, the primer for which there was the most
adequate pre-primer preparation, the best sequence of
pre-primers for children of different reading abilities,
and the best sequence of primers for children of different
reading abilities. A tabulation of the occurrence of words
was made. The words each pre-primer had in common with
each primer, the words each pre-primer had in common
with each other pre-primer, and the words each primer had
in common with each other primer were tabulated. From
these tabulations percentages were figured. Based upon
these, generalizations could be made as to a desirable
sequence of pre-primers and primers. The study discloses
that pre-primers and primers vary widely in the total
number of different words presented - from 36 to 249 in
pre-primers and from 200-429 in primers. Furthermore
there is a wide variation in the extent to which vocabularies
of pre-primers and primers were Identical. The percentage
of vocabulary of pre-primers contained in various primers
varies from nine to one hundred; the percentage of
vocabulary of primers contained in various pre-primers
ranges from three to thirty- two; the percentage of
vocabulary of pre-primers in other pre-primers ranges from




3acj srfJ f=«'' f ' rf*'-'’-''
lemln?
to ?one(.-»e »R?<f .noiJ.o-rfceoq
03«^-:<;-6tq oJxii/pe&e
.aeWiXlrf;. Eo!6ro-t jnsoottW to nc'f'.XJ* '^ot
Btem.t'r?-9iq
to n.-o^tf.-o 'Xct e-;.n-K-r no
oowwfo- •<»
,P.o« to oon.o-^oco er« to
A .BoUiXXdo
rt^x- oo^iroo ni fiori ioBficr-9-t
.ioBO eb-iow 9<.T? .eBr® 3^>-
OC-KOO rti trri 'iseiric-e-iq X'-'OO
Efctoi/ e:B .tseJ.iq *<e
B.,it.ri-rq .toai rBoow erB b.a. ,'l
:-m;Tq-oiq rioEO riSty
„otq 00 ow -.Bai-'-i
lerito rioo-e dtir- "I
flc.To boooc .batir.xt ft-av
eav.-jnoc-T'q Eroi^*I.-'dcJ oasriX
aro,.~^Eat o od a« aba* ad BXoco
.oo.^a-./Xaoonas .aaarfd
^encr.nl^. tbo.on o-!f .s-ra.ottq Mo o'ro«itq-o-q
to ecoa«pea
. lr.io» ad3 t'f 'iio'Xy Y.''^v
aToafic ;><-o etaoX-iq-aiq tori?
,a eot ox 3K -aMt - Basr'^oa-' 7
oftoy inHOattib to lodrr.ufl
ato-roaiiMoT .atraaXtq Pi
a.o'xt Bna aiaai-rq-aiq
saXns trd't.oT .doXdw oT*t«sJxo oiB
i.' ro.‘3i-ftaY a&Xw e aX ai-'rfi
ejtJ.-.otaq o.it .tooftnatX atov stai>.?-:q Bn*
aaamXnq-onq to
a^ao-ocr a.oXnav oX booXaJnoo B-^6=nX^q-s-xq
to ,n*Mcf*oov to
to a-,o 3noM=o arif :Bo-;.nxxrf ano oX
a«Xn BO-xt aainav
^ x^». rv Z'tsn'-^r.r'f) B-etLl'tq tc ^r:^liJrir,oov
arsiEi'rq*'^'^'^ -r 7 n.
u • V* vr''-^ Oj
“x* o"^n* nio'ts^ diiv V.'
• '
^ «-ro«iYTrT-J*ra Hi *tC T.*!
Alx.CfrOOV
,^,fa^--5rv to a^BXoaonaq a<tX :xXa-YXi£»Xo
oX *aoi«
8primers In other primers varies from nineteen to sixty-
seven. In conclusion the study indicates that because of
this wide variation in the extent to which the vocabulary
of pre-primers and primers are identical, the sequence in
which these books are read is an important factor in
determining a child's program in beginning reading, the
sequence being dependent upon identity of vocabulary.
MacLatchy chose twelve pre-primers on the basis of
their use of a small but wisely chosen vocabulary, the
interest element in the stories, and the contribution of
their illustrations to the meaning of the content. The
study shows that a total of 554 words are included and of
these there are 160 different words. The frequency of use
of these words varies from one word used in all books to
58 v7ords that are used in only one book. From this data
it is suggested that in lieu of a common basic vocabulary
it is wise to determine the words which are in common use
in a number of books and let these serve as stepping-
stones in a stream of simple context.
7MacLatchy followed this report with the record of
achievement of twenty- one first grade children who
followed the plan previously suggested. These children




, 23:113-22, May 1944.
7. MacLatchy, J. H.
,
"Many Books Read by A First Grade",
Educational Research Bulletin. 23:123-24, May 1944.
0# do-iI ssiiBV s-ruKi-rq nariJo fi a"CMU-iq
to 9SO'i09cr J<*rW a3V:ol^r.l tSiutSa p~'t
ncieaXonoo Bl
ir^.X.«ffiOOV oriJ .If irlv.- tr.ofxa srfX Bi
oOi* eirfJ
Bi 00B9OP90 aril .XBOiJnsiX e~r atemi'tq
rAoc.ita.-cTq to
ni toJoBt tvtToqrt no »; '.Bet et-. siccd
eecrfJ ffov-!w
ora .'sr'X.fe't snXnj-iivso' ai &fltsctq s’fiXiiif 5
?ni;’ irtoJsb
.Ht/Xorfooov ':a ^JXJi.oSi toqu Jnoonsqofi ^tio^
eono'/pea
to BifBa orf? no Otonita-Ptq svXsnJ saot'o
‘lyfcaMoeM
eriX Bssrrfo vJoEiw 3 i!tf XX.'xX a to
oci/ tiarX"
tr BoJJiBUt'noo Oi-a 6rj.= ,acltcla aril at JneireXo
3eoto?f.X
ot.T .tnotnoo a:Jt to ..alnrcm oiIJ oJ
BroitftJarXXX tXeriJ
to ona BoitoXoni oto 86to« to
L.^toi-c. fccS> ov-oos ibuta
08,0 to voBor/rf^t
o3 Biojid XXn n' Becir Btovr o(bi s.ott aoXtjv cBtow
900rf.t to
eJ'.B aX;i? mot.? ..-toocf ooo tIbo nl X'Oa:' a'fa
ofctfv^ 32
iBC'ooov oisBrf BOfrros o to «elX rit tedt
F,of aeotira El ti
a-iU iioFJEOo fli Ota rlolo-v ef.toa erfi
enliateJoB o 3 aelw al 31
-5Blm!o3E Of 9V~'’r -f om 3aX Bbe a^ood to todion »
nl
r^d^o^r.oc oXqrmis *^o tnro'ic'e
' ni B^riciB
to fitoOBt 9 ilJ ;Wlw itoqst oldJ BowcXIot
"-iOBK
o.Iw B£t.6r.( >0 otxt-5 terolt 9or-t3cev'3 to
tnemovolrioe
nettXllo asorl? ..f>f-3et-"fds y.XEOOlvptq rwXq erfJ
BewoCXOi
'..osrltl-pt? at tS't'n'.’" ,.H -t-
i.fX xot ,S5:-f;X'.. ;ts .ny:«i
.. 0 h--«l IBtl-y A VO Oit-S T.o -H” ,-K ,T.
’•IoJoJobM




read twelve pre-primers, two primers, a.nd five first
readers. Each child read in addition one easy hook a
week which had been borrowed from the library. Scores on
the G-ates Primary Reading Test were tabulated as follows:




Sentence Reading 2.55 7-11
Paragraph Reading 2.75 8-2.5
These seem to verify the value in the use of a
sequence of carefully graded books and to suggest that
repeated experiences with the same word in different
interesting and simple contexts would be worthwhile.
p
A comparable study by Curtis yields this
information concerning pre-primers. Since there is found
to be a wide variation in the difficulty of selected
pre-primers, a core vocabulary is more valuable than a text
vocabulary for the reading of books or units from other
series. An emphasis on the functional value of a word is
suggested if extensive reading is desired. This systematic
work with a core vocabulary coupled with careful selection
of units to be read would make wide reading possible
and practical for beginners.
In an effort to establish a basic list of words
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commonly used at the various levels Betts'" analyzed the
vocabularies of the pre-primers, primers and. first readers
of thirteen recently published basal series. His findings
indicate tha.t a tabulation of words was not in itself
sufficient but that knowledge of frequency of spread and
useage was essential. In addition this study confirms
the previously stated conclusions that read.ers vary in the
number of different words as well as in the number of
running words creating in turn a problem in guiding the
rea.ding program of numerous school children.
At a later date Stone^^ working with twenty-one
basal books at each of pre-primer, primer, first, second,
and third grade levels formulated an up to date graded
vocabulary in primary gra.de reading. Of the total 5, 314
words only 2,164 different words appeared in a sufficient
number of books to warrant Inclusion in the graded
vocabulary. In the list each word was graded at one of
eight levels from pre-primer through difficult third, and
its placement in the International Kindergarten Union
List, G-ates 1935 List, Buckingham-Dolch, and Burglund-
Durrell Lists was indicated. Stone concludes that the
mastery of the large number of words necessary for
9. Betts, E.A.
,
“Study of Vocabulary of First Grade Basal
Readers**, Elementary English Review. 16:65-9, Feb. 1939.
10. Stone, C.R.
,
“A Vocabulary Study Based on 107 Primary
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Independence in reading at third grade level can not be
done through the usual five book progression alone because
of the extreme emphasis in primary education today on
restriction of voca.bulary. Therefore, he further states,
vre have the problem of providing for sufficiently easy
material at each level.
The need for grading material as to vocabulary
was shown in a study by Krantz^^. Three hundred and nine
primary readers were graded according to the number of
nev7 words per thousand running words. A variation in rate
from 26/1000 to 514/1000 resulted. It was further
discovered that there was no apparent relationship between
range of difficulty and intended grade placement. It was
found in some instances that third grade books were
introducing words more slowly than first grade books in
the same series, but that on the whole better results are
obtained if a series is read through primer level before
Introducing unrelated pre-primers. In preference to
random selection of books Krantz favors grading the primary
program so that supplementary books are presented in order
of difficulty in relation to the chosen basal. This plan,
he claims, assures better word assimilation by providing
maximum repetition in relation to introduction of new
11. Krantz, L. L.
,
“Engineering a Primary G-rade Reading
Program", Elementary School Journal. 45: 386-93, Marl945.
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words. He summarizes the values of the program In three
instances. First, the graded material gives the program
continuity. Second, it tends to make the teaching more
objective. Third, it tends to assure that the vocabulary
preparation for initial textbooks would be sufficient to
allow the child to concentrate on content.
12Kyte devised a core vocabulary .for primary
grades based on a compilation of core vocabularies and
results of various related studies in writing, spelling,
oral «nd written use. The list includes one hundred words,
all but three of which are introduced at first grade level
according to Stone *s Reader Placement List. The value of
the list is stated to be in the fact that most children
would have understanding of these word.s thus making them
useable in all phases of class work.
Since words alone do not constitute the only
13
vocabulary problem, Manwlller made a detailed analysis of
two readers to determine the concepts or experiences
required of the readers to understand and Interpret the
contents of the books. (In conducting the experiment
children in the latter half of their kindergarten year and
12. Kyte, S.C., “A Gore Vocabulary for Primary Grades”,
Elementary School Journal
, 44:157-66, November 1943.
13. Manwlller, C.E., “Differences in Emphasis on
Experiences and Concepts in Readers”, Peabody Journal
of Education, 17:171-177, November 1939.
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the beginning half of the first grade year were chosen at
random from fifteen elementary schools in Pittsburgh.
)
The concepts and experiences were organized under eight
headings including color, number concept, properties and
ownership, food and dishes, sounds, activities, concepts
(mechanical, socio-civic, transportation, nature) and
vocabulary (animals, objects). In preparation for the
experiment the books were analyzed by words, phrases, and
sentences for experiences and concepts presented. Teachers
recorded children’s responses to questions of what and
where of certain pictures associated with the listed
concepts against a prepared check list. The results were
compiled and the number of concepts understood by each
child was compared with his mental age to determine the
correlation, if any. The two major conclusions state that
the two readers were found to be quite different in type
and variety of concepts presented thereby directly affecting
the kinds of experiences essential for the reader. The
concepts varied as to frequency with which they were
understood with mental age acting as a factor only in
certain categories.
An interesting application of the vocabulary
studies was seen in Traxler's^^ correlations between the
14. Traxler, A.E., “The Relationship between Vocabulary and
General Achievement in the Elementary School",
Elementary School Journal, 44: 876-8, June 1944.
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word meaning score and the total score on Stanford
Achievement Tests. The results for grades 4-8 showed
a mean correlation of .827. These scores were also
compared with the results of Kuhlman-Anderson Tests.
Traxler concludes tha.t the word meaning score is a good
predictor of total score on the Stanford Achievement Test,
and that the word meaning score is a better predictor of
total achievement than the I.Q. as measured by the Kuhlman
Anderson Test. This high relation of vrord meaning to total
achievement indicates that in an attempt to Improve achieve-
ment, more emphasis might well be placed on vocabulary.
15Courtier studying twenty primers published since
1930 determined such fundamental factors as extent and
frequency of vocabulary, interest appeal, worthwhile
material, sentence structure, and pictures as criteria for
selecting primers. He summarizes the implications of the
vocabulary studies in his findings that the reading of an
abundance of interesting simple material is essential to
rapid growth in habits of fluency and accuracy in reading and
growth in interpretation. Fluency in reading stimulates a
liking for reading and a love of books. If the material is
to be simple there must be frequent repetition of the words
in an interesting manner. Word drills, word games, and
l5. Courtier, A.M.
,
"Criteria for Selecting Primers",'
Elementary English Review, 16:271-78, November 1939.
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phonic exercises do not stimulate Interest to the extent
that reading does and are therefore, less satisfactory and
less effective than practice in word recognition through
the actual reading of interesting story material. This
then directs attention to the need for and the adequacy of
supplementary material.
From a questionnaire on general organization,
content, vocabulary control, methods and materials of
primary grade reading sent to four hundred selected
authorities Including teachers, principals, supervisors,
superintendents, and Instructors in reading methods
Russell received 125 complete answers. In answer to a
question concerning the printed accessories favored, cost
considered, twenty-three per cent name supplementary
readers. It is believed that more frequent mention would
have been made had the questionnaire clearly stated that
books were to be considered as "accessories".
17From a study at Junior High School level Miller
concludes that extensive reading by pupils having definite
Information goals’ in mind was most conducive to vocabulary
16. Russell, D.H.
,
"Opinions of Experts about Primary
Grade Basic Reading Programs", Elementary School
Joumal
, 44:602-9, Jan. 1944.
17. Miller, G.E., "Vocabulary Development Through
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grov/th. This use of extensive reading materials was a
motivating force which resulted in improved vocabulary-
through greater Interest. Tests given to the children in
the experimental group verify this conclusion.
18
According to Boney and Leman who reported on a
program of extensive and individual reading for beginners
as practiced in East Orange, New Jersey, it was found when
working with average and above average children that much
more freedom in the use of material is valuable.
Gray in a discussion of the basic premises of
reading programs states, “Reading is no longer the fenced-
in pasture of the grade reader; it is all the wide
19
territory that a child is ready to explore." Every
teacher is a teacher of reading. Common to all programs is
the emphasis on meaning and the guidance of child purposes
and interests.
Attempts to define and measure children’s preferences
in literature are difficult in that objective measures have
not been developed. Furthermore, as Stone^^ suggests there
is a great variety in reading maturity and specific function.




19. Gray, W.S., "Basic Premises of Reading Programs",
Elementary English Review. 45:481, May 1945.
20. Stone, C.R.^ "Providing Materials to Meet Individual
Differences", Elementary School Principal. 17:432.
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21Betzner suggests from her contacts with children
and their books that a survey of conditions of community
and school resources may yield influencing factors in
relation to children's literary tastes. She further
suggests analyses of the quantity and quality of available lit-
erary materials in order that the school may be well
22
Informed as 1d its responsibility in this respect. Storm
suggests that books be selected on the basis of 1) relation
to children's interests, 2) quality of Illustrations,
3) format of the book, and 4) variety in content and
difficulty.
23Gates and others conducted an experiment to
compare children's choices of informative and narrative
literature selections. Of the 268 selections used, 124 were
Informative. The 2,332 pupils made 41,976 choices.
Tabulation resulted in a percentage of 72.3 favoring
narrative while 27.7 favored informative selections.
Several factors were considered as responsible for the
2L Betzner, Jean, Exploring Literature with Children in
the Elementary School
.
New York: Teacher's College,
Columbia, 1941.
22Storm, Grace E. “Criteria for Selecting Literature in the
Primary Grades", The Ap:pralsal of Current Practices in
Reading
.
Supplementary Educational Monograph, 61:202-8.
Dec. 1945.
LSGates, A. I., Peardan, Celeste, and Sartorlus, Ina, "Studies
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preference among which were the elements of surprise,
llvllness, humor, animalness, and conversation found In
the narrative selections.
An Informal survey of children's choices of reading
24
material was made under the direction of Brumbaugh.
Sixty college seniors without teaching experience were
assigned to discover from sources other than books, lists,
and teachers what children in grades one through six read
voluntarily. The results show a predominance of murders,
westerns, comics. Joke books, books in series, and fairy
tales. The suggestion is made in the report that children
outgrew this phase, and that so long as teachers make it
their responsibility to supply a vfell balanced literary diet^
probably little harm is done.
25Lelstlkow inventoried the voluntary reading of
elementary school children. No definite procedure was
predetermined. The children's Interest in books was
aroused during book week, but teachers refrained from
direct Influence on children's choices during the year.
Each child kept a list of the books he read at home, school,
or library during the year. • In summarising the reports it
Brumbaugh, Florence, “Children's Choices of Reading
Material", Elementary English Review
. 16:226-29,
October 1939.
25. Lelstlkow, Lydia M., "Inventory of What Children
Voluntarily Select to Read", Elementary School
Journal. 39:11-12, Sept. 1938.
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Is found that: 4
1) There Is no limit to the variety of stories read
2) All children enjoyed reading or listening to
stories
3) Animal stories are favorites of young children
with stories of children's experiences rating
second
4) Folk tales and fables are not read extensively
at any level
5) Poetry is not read voluntarily in the elementary
school.
From her summaries she recommends teacher direction to
encourage be'tter reading, classroom libraries with a wide
variety of materials ranging over at least three grade
levels, and preparation by teachers of book lists for use
by the children.
The question of availability of material is again
p ft
emphasized by Seegers in a study on reasons for choices
of books with children from eleven to fifteen years old.
An appraisal of book reports and diaries show that many
choices are based upon availability but that children are
open to suggestion.
A specialized study of preferences in literature
27




graders. Sixty poems were selected from readers, research
lists, courses of study, and anthologies. These were




27. Bradshaw, Ruth S., "Children ' s Choices of Poetry in
First Crade", Elementary English Review, 14:168-76.
May 1937.
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classified according to six general topics - singing
quality and rhythm, animals and nature, childhood
activities and Interests , rhymes and jingles, humorous
poems, and Imaginative and fanciful poems. Children on the
whole express a greater general enthusiasm than did their
teachers. It was concluded that the children all liked
poetry - old or new, regardless of source, quality, or
authorship - and were fairly consistent In their choices.
Humorous poems ranked first and children* s philosophy and
activities were second as was the case in stories previously
mentioned.
Results of an analysis of Juvenile literature
Indicate that in all the books analyzed, whether designated
as easy or difficult, about seventy-five per cent of the
word.s were In the first one thousand of Thornedlke’s List
and were commonly known at the end of the primary grades.
28But Strang goes on to say, “Vocabulary is a terra applied
to separate, specific aspects of word knowledge rather
than to the complex Interrelated factors of Interest,
experience. Insight, and varied meanings of the same word
29form. “ In addition Arbuthnot points out that what a
28. Strang, Ruth E.
,
“Familiar Words in Familiar Books“,
School Review, 48:292-99, April 1940.
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child is capable of reading for himself is often no
measure of what he is capable of enjoying, for much that
he may enjoy may lie beyond his reading ability. Therefore,
while there is literature now availa.ble which children
can read for themselves and enjoy, the teacher or adult
still retains the responsibility of presenting orally
that which children can so thoroughly enjoy but cannot
read.
30Oray attributes the recent emphasis on children’s
literature to the failure of schools in the past to
promote this and to the rapidly Increasing amount of
cheap reading material becoming available. To assure
proper emphasis he suggests vigorous teacher training in
the area and suggests a better utilization of children’s
interests and preferences in guiding their appreciations
to constantly higher levels.
3t). G-ray W. S.
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CHAPTER III
THE NATURE OF THE STUDY
In this study the Curriculum Foundation Reading
Series published by the Scott-Fore sman Company was used as
a basic series. Five books at the first grade level were
included; namely, We Look and See , We Work and Play,
We Come and G-o
,
Fun with Dick and Jane, and Our New Friends .
The vocabulary of these books was considered as the core
vocabulary and was used as a standard in evaluating
books to be included in the graded bibliography. The
themes of the stories in these books guided the choice of
books to be included in the bibliography of enrichment
material.
I. THE VOCABULARY ANALYSIS
Analysis of the Scott-Fore sman vocabulary for
grade one . In the analysis of the Scott-Fore sman vocabulary
for grade one the words introduced in the three pre-primers,
We Look and See, We Work and Play
,
and Come and G-o
.
,
were alphabetized and considered as one vocabulary unit
consisting of fifty-eight words. These words and the
words Introduced in the primer, Fun with Dick and Jane
,
were alphabetized and organized as three additional
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words Introduced In the pre-primers and those sixty-four
new words first occurring in Part I, Family Fun, and
Part II, Fun at the Farm, of the primer. Fun v/-lth Dick and
Jane . The second of these units included the previously
introduced words and those twenty-two new words found in
Part III, Fun with Pets and Toys, of the primer. The
third primer vocabulary unit Included all the words used
in the pre-primers and in the primer of the series, a total
of one hundred fifty- six words.
The first reader vocabulary was likewise alphabetized
together with the previously Introduced words and v/as
organized as four additional vocabulary units. Each unit
included the words previously introduced in the series in
addition to the new v/ords in each designated section of
the first reader. The first vocabulary unit of this
group included, in addition to the one hundred fifty-six
words already mentioned those thirty-eight words intro-
duced in Part I, New Friends, of the first reader. Our New
Friends . The second unit added thirty-eight new words
from Part II, Our Friends at Work, and the third added
those forty-four words first used in Part III, Our Animal
Friends, of the first reader. The last vocabulary unit
consisted of all the words used in the pre-primers, primer,
and first reader of the Curriculum Foundation Series, a
total of three hundred nine words.
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The first grade vocabulary list was, then,










I Pre-primers 58 58
II Primer
Part I, II 64 122
III Part III 22 144
IV Part IV 12 156
V First Reader
Part I 38 194
VI Part II 38 232
VII Part III 44 276
VIII Part IV, V 33 309
The words which occur in each vocabulary unit are listed
and appropriately numbered in the appendix.
Analysis of the vocabularies of supplementary
basal readers . The initial analysis of the vocabularies
of other basal readers was cs.rrled out in a manner similar
to that used in the vocabulary analysis of the Curriculum
Foundation Headers. The vocabulary of each book was
alphabetized. Proper names were omitted. Words formed
by the addition of -s, -ed, -ing, and--*s were likewise
omitted.
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compared directly to the master vocabulary list. A record
was kept of words found in the vocabulary list of each
basal which were also found in the core vocabulary list.
The unit in which each of these words occurred was
indicated. Words which occurred in the supplementary
list but which did not occur in the core list were
tabulated in each case. This total record was used in
determining whether the book was to be included and
at what level it was to be included in the graded
bibliography.
Pre-primers were placed in the graded bibliography
at the vocabulary level beyond which not more than ten new
words were found. Thus pre-primers were suere-ested for
supplementary reading at a level at which not more than
ten words needed to be introduced. Primers and first
readers were included at the vocabulary level beyond which
not more than ten new words occurred for each fifty pages
of the book. Therefore, a book which had one hundred
pages was included at the level beyond which not more than
twenty new words were found, while a book which was one
hundred fifty pages long was included if it introduced not
more than thirty words beyond the level for which it was
suggested.
In each case the words in the vocabulary of the
supplementary book but not in the core vocabulary list
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have been shown in the bibliography. In some instances
when books were included at the above described level,
words were new at that particular level but did occur
later in the core list. These words have been indicated
in the bibliography by an asterisk.
Those books which failed to meet the standards
designated by the criteria for evaluation; that is,
Introduced in pre-priraers more than ten words outside the
core list or in primers and first readers introduced more
than ten words for each fifty pages outside the core list,
have not been suggested for supplementary reading in the
graded bibliography. These books have been Included in a
special bibliography in the appendix of the study.
II. THE CONTENT ANALYSIS
Analysis of the story content of the Curriculum
Foundation Readers for grade one . In addition to the
analysis of the vocabulary of the Curriculum Foundation
Readers for grade one a secondary analysis was made of the
story themes. The stories presented in the first grade
books were first grouped according to the section titles in
the books. Section titles gave clues to themes. The
stories of the pre-primers were Included with those of
Part I of the primer. This preliminary overview yielded
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designated sections of the books as indicated in the
following table.
STORY UNIT BOOK SECTION
I Pre-primers
Primer - Part I Family Friends
II Primer - Part II Fun at the Farm
III Primer - Part III Fun with Pets and Toys
IV Primer - Part IV Fun with Our Friends
V First Reader - Part I New Friends
VI First Reader - Part II Our Friends at Work
VII First Reader - Part III Our Animal Friends
VIII First Reader - Part IV Our Friends at Play
IX First Reader - Part V Story Book Friends
Since in some Instances several units centered on
a common theme, a further condensation in the groupings
was made. The final units numbered seven and were used as
the divisions of the bibliography of enrichment materials
The following table summarizes the story units and themes.
UNIT NO. BOOK LEVEL STORY UNIT THEME
I Pre-primer
Primer - Part I Home and Family
II Primer - Part II Farm Friends
III Primer - Part III Pets
IV Primer - Part IV Wild Animals
V First Reader - Part I Our Friends
VI First Reader - Part II
Part III More Animal Friends
Part IV
VII First Reader - Part V Story Book Friends
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I - lafi/ieH ^arr/'^ .
II - TeJbi?eS i-«*rX^
III itsi^ - i^bissH
VI - *iebreH Ja*rjtq
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Analysis of children * s literature books .
Preliminary analysis of children's literature books
revealed that the vocabulary load In these books would
prohibit their inclusion in the graded bibliography of
supplementary materials. Their value was found to be in
their contribution to the development of understandings
and the broadening of concepts essential to intelligent
reading of first grade material.
In choosing books to be included in a bibliography
of enrichment books, the books were read to discover the
central theme. A brief statement of this theme was
recorded. Each theme was compared to the outline of story
unit themes vrhlch resulted from the analysis of the Scott-
Fore sraan Readers. Books were retained for placement in
the list in Instances v/here the story most closely
paralleled that of the story in the basal book story unit
group. The bibliography was selective and not intended to
be exhaustive.
This study consisted in the analysis of the
vocabulary and content of basal reading material and of
children's literature books and the comparison of this
analysis with a similar one of the Curriculum Foundation
Reading Series for grade one. The comparison was made
according to specifically established criteria. The graded
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bibliography of enrichment material found, in the next
chapter include books “which have successfully fulfilled
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THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY
This study has been directed toward the compilation
of two bibliographies of supplementary reading material for
grade one. The choice of boohs to be Included was carefully
controlled according to the criteria described in the
preceding chapter of the study.
The first bibliography, a graded bibliography,
included books to be read parallel to the reading of the
stated basal series, the Curriculum Foundation Series
published by Scott-Fore sman Company. The eight sections of
the bibliography, as is Indicated by the section headings,
paralleled the vocabulary units of the basal series. The
books listed in each section use only words of the stated
vocabulary units and those listed with the book in the
bibliography.
The second bibliography, an enrichment bibliography,
included books to be read to children as they used the
basal series. The sections of this bibliography paralleled
the story units indicated in the section headings. Only
selected books have been included at each level.
The bibliographies were intended to aid in the
choice and sequence of books to supplement the basal reading
program.
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O’Donnell, Mabel, and others
Happy Days
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5. Storm, G-race E.
and Tuck







6. Quinlan, Myrtle Banks
Before Winky
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1. G-ates, Arthur I., Huber, Mirlain, and
Peardon, Celeste
Off ^












2. Hahn, Julia, and others
Who Knows ?















3. Hildreth, G-ertrude H.
,
Mac and Muff









4. Leavell, Ullin, and others
Friends at Play
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Osswald, Edith, and Reed, Mary M.
My Dog Laddie
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2. 0^ Donnell, Mabel, and others
Rides and Slides
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4. Smith, Nila Banton
Through the G-ate












































































1. Hildreth, G-ertrude H.
Going to School
New York: John C. Winston Company
1940
31 pages
2. Smith, Nila Banton
Come and Play
New York: Silver Burdett Company
1938
40 pages
3. Horn, Ernest, and Wickey, Rose
Fun with Polly Parrott
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1. Gates, Arthur L, Huber, Miriam, and
Peardon, Celeste





















3. 0*Donnell, Mabel, and others
Here and There
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Baruch, Dorothy, and Montgomery, Elizabeth
good Times with Our Friends


















Elson, William H., and G-ray, William S.
Dick and Jane Stories






Elson, William H., and Gray, William S.
More Dick and Jane Stories






Pratt, Marjorie, and Meighen, Mary
!^n for You
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5. Sallen, Benjamin, and others
Paul and Betty
New York: Lyons and Carnahan
6 .
pages
















Osswald, Edith, and Reed, Mary M.
Little White Rabbit








8. Sond.ergard, Arsena, and Reed, Mary M.
Peanuts the Pony
Boston: D. C. Heath
1941





9. Sondergard, Arsena, and Reed, Mary M.
Biddy and the Ducks
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IndlanapoTiil Bobbs Merrill Company
2. G-ray, William S.
Peter * s Family
New York: Scott, Foresman Company
194Z
\2Z pages brother letter
3.
Hahn, Julia
Hallowe * en Fun
New York: Houghton Mifflin Company
1936
31 pages
4. Hildreth, Gertrude H.
At Play
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5. Merton, Elda L.
,
and McCall, William














6. (Quinlan, Myrtle Banks
Winky










































































8. Osswald, Edith, and Reed, Mary M.
Frisky the Q-oat
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Baker, Clara Belle, and Reed, Mary
Playmates









D'Aulalre, Ingrl and Edgar Paron
Too Big











G-ates, Arthur I., and Peardon, Celeste
The Surprise Box
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and G-ray, William S.
Basic Primer























Huber, Miriam, Salisbury, Frank, and
Gates, Arthur I.
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7. Leavell, Ullln, Breckenridge, Elizabeth,
and Browning, Mary
Ben and Alice
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10. Sallen, Benjamon, and others,
At Home and School























11. Smith, Nila Banton
Through the Q-ate
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12. Stone, Clarence R.
Joyful Stories













13. Storm, Grace E.
Bob and Judy
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and Montgomery, Elizabeth R.
,
Sally
Does It. New York: D. Appleton Century, 1940.
Two year old Sally amses her family with her antics.
-K- -M- «




Whether you prefer summer's fun or winter's play,
you'll find friends in this gay book.
« * *
Bertail, Inez, Time for Bed
,
New York: Doubleday Doran
and Co., 1940.
This little boy has fun getting ready for bed.'
* * w
Bryan, Dorothy, There Was Tammie. New York: Dodd Mead
and Co., 1935.
When Tammie, a Scotch dog, found his family was
going on a picnic, he found a way to go, too.
* * *
Carroll, Ruth and Latrobe, Scuffles, New York: Oxford
University Press, 1943.
This little puppy was sent to a school for dogs
that was run by dogs.
* * *
Flack, Marjorie, The New Pet, New York: Doubleday Doran
and Company, 1943
.
Dick and Judy's disappointment when they found
that the “new pet“ was to be a baby was for-
gotten after they discovered that Tlmmle was
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Gag, Wanda, Millions of Cats , New York: Coward McCann Inc.
,
1928.
The choosing of one cat from hundreds and
thousands and millions of cats was a problem
which the hundreds and thousands and millions
of cats solved for themselves.
* * *
Lenskl, Lois, Davy ' s Day
.
New York: Oxford University
Press, 1943.
Davy's day was busy and interesting from
morning until night.
•M- <» •)(•




All the family works together and then has time
to play.
« •W' *
Mitchell, Lucy Sprague, The Red
,
White and Blue Auto
,
New York: William R. Scott Company, 1943.
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Blanco, Margery, More About Animals, New York:
Macmillan Company, 19.34.
A collection of short stories about animals.
* «




Little chicken is befriended by a big rabbit.
# * *
Frlskey, Margaret, Adventures for Beginners
,
New York:
Wilcox and Follett, 1944.
The animals went to look for the cow when
Alec, the dog, refused to get her a milking
time in this ABC story book.
* * *
Frlskey, Margaret, Chicken Little Count- to-ten
,
Chicago:
Children's Press Inc., 1946.
Little chicken asks his friends how to drink
and finally learns for himself. Count the
animals.*
« « #





All the year around is fun at the farm.






A brief story accompanies each large colored
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Jackson, K. and B.
,
Farm Stories, Simon and Schuster, 1946 .
Stories, poems and pictures clarify farm life
for children.
-N- # «





Mrs. Mallard with the help of the police
force leads her eight little ducklings safely
through the crowded streets of Boston to the
Public G-ardens.
« « -H-
Scott, Sally, Silly Billy. New York: Harcourt Brace
and Company, 1945
.
Silly Billy was a little cat who could make
friends even though he vras not as brave nor as
handsome as the others.
* * *




The book helps children to become acquainted
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Belstle, Mary Alice and Aldarllla, Heinle
,
Philadelphia: David McKay Company, 1938.
This little dog meets many problems when he








When Peter wanted a dog, he had to find one
that sister Judy's cat, Chester, would like, too.
* * *
Brown, Margaret Wise, Runaway Bunny. New York: Harper
Brothers, 1943.
The baby bunny has some pleasant and fanciful
adventures only to find that he never can
really run away from mother rabbit.
* * *
Dltmars, Raymond, T^^^enty Little Pets from Everywhere
.
New York: Julian Messner Company"] T9l3]
This is authentic informational material about
pets from all around the world.
* * *
Evers, Helen and Alf, Chatterduck, New York: Rand,
McNally, 1943.
Chatterduck, so named because he quacked all day
and all night, learned to be more quiet when
his friends played a trick on him.
* ^ *
Frlskey, Margaret, Seven Diving: Ducks. Philadelphia:
David McKay Company, 1940.
Six little ducks liked to swim and dive, but
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* * #
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Mable, Peter, The Little Duck Who Loved the Rain,
Chicago; Wilcox and Follett Company^ T946.
When the summer sun dried up Little Duck's puddle,
Little Duck set out to find the rain and met
Instead a street vrasher, a sprinkler, and a
fountain.
Newberry. Clare, Marshmallow. New York: Harper Brothers.
1937.
Marshmallow Is a small white bunny, but he
succeeds In winning the heart of an old pampered
cat.
•N> «
Newberry Clare. Pandora, New York: Harpers Brothers,
1937.
Pandora, a Persian cat, and Peter, her master,
have an exciting morning.
<N- « «
a’:ickXI qu Tommiya ©rf? narfW
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Fox, Frances Margaret, The Little Cat That Could Not Sleep .
New York: E.P. Dutton Company, 1941.
Little Cat vfas determined not to go to sleep
until she visited the zoo and found all the
animals sleeping there, too.
* * *
G-reene, Jean, The Forgetful Elephant. Philadelphia: De-vld
McKay Company, 1945.
Little Max tried hard to learn his trick, hut
there was much excitement when he forgot to
hold on to the next elephant’s tall in the ring.
Ik * *




Nevj York: Longsman G-reen and Company, 1930.





Mac G-oes to School
.
New York:
Doubleday Doran Company, 1942.
The teacher's little Scottie attends school
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Burton, Virginia Lee, The Little House. New York: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1942.
The little house is seen through all the seasons
and under many conditions.
•N> « #
Chalmers, Audrey, ^ Had A Penny . New York: Viking Press,
1944.
In this verse story one comes to knov/ Just how a
little girl feels when she has a penny to spend
for a green lollipop.
* * *
Flack, Marjorie, William and His Kitten. New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1938.
The names of three lost kittens were erased from




Garner, Elvira, Little Cat Lost. New York: Julian Messner
Company, 1943.
Bagatelle was sent away from home, but after
lonely and exciting adventures found another
home.
«




When Tommy savr a house being built next door
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Becker, Charlotte, Happy Birthday
,
Judy. New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1942.
Judy shares with all the excitement of her
birthday party.
<«> «




Tommy lost all but one of the toys he had taken
vrlth him to the country, so he traded with his
friends until he had a turtle which caused him
to have an Interesting adventure.
Davis, Alice V., Timothy Turtle
.
New York: Harcourt Brace
and Company, 1940.
Timothy was In a dreadful predicament when he
turned on his back until his friends succeeded In
getting him right side up again.
* *
Flack, Marjorie, Angus and the Cat. New York: Doubleday
Doran and Company, 1931.
Angus' curiosity leads him Into trouble and
adventures with the cat.
* * #




Mother Robin Is carefully watched and helped by
the children as she brings up her family.
Flack, Marjorie, Topsy , New York: Doubleday Doran and
Company, 1935.
Topsy 's only home was In the store window until
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Hogan, Inez, Nappy Wanted A Dog, New York: E. P. Dutton
Company, 1942.
A small boy’s habit of appropriating every dog
he sees results in a great rumpus until Nappy Is
given a dog of his own.
* * *
Lathrop, Dorothy P., Hide and G-o Seek. New York:
Macmillan Company, 1938.





Who Q-oes There ?, New York: Macmillan
Company, 1935.
All the little woodland creatures - rabbits,
squirrels, chijanunks, mice, a crow and a porcupine -
enjoy a winter picnic in the woods.
* * *




The troubles of the proverbial Peter remain of
interest.
* * *
V/lllis, Fritz, Muffin. New York: Cherokee Press, 1945.
Muffin's kitten curiosity led him into adventures
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Beskow, Elsa, The Tale of the Wee Little Old Woman.
New York: Harper Brothers Company, 1931.
The wee little woman in her wee little house has
adventures with her wee little animals.
* * *
Bianco, Margery, and Collison, Marjorie, Penny and the
White Horse. New York: Julian Messner Company, 1942.
Penny had always spent her five cent Saturday
allovrance for a ride on the merry-go-round until
her favorite white horse disappeared: then
she found new adventures.
* * *








Ets, Marie Hall, ^ the Forest , New York: Viking Press,
1944.
“1“ walked and played with my animal friends In
the forest until Daddy came to take me home.
* * *
Ets. Marie Hall, Mister Penny, New York: Vikine: Press.
1945.
Mister Penny’s collection of animals caused him a
great deal of trouble but finally proved their
worth.
John, Mary Lee, Yelly, New York: Oxford University Press.
1941.
Yelly, the duckling, was forever yelling, "I can’t,
I can’t.*”, but when she escaped from the slinky
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Nast, Elsa Ruth, A Farm Story
.
New York: Harper Brothers
Company, 1946.
Kassie who was afraid of animals made many
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As a result of the analysis of one hundred and ten
first grade basal readers a graded bibliography of fifty-
seven books has been prepared. These books fulfilled the
requirements imposed by the criteria of evaluation and are
suggested for use as supplementary readers to parallel the
first grade books of the Scott-Fore sman Curriculum
Foundation Series. The remaining books failed to meet the
requirements and are included in a bibliography found in
the appendix of this study. Approximately fifty per cent
of the basal readers studied, though designated as first
grade books, Included vocabulary more difficult than,
sufficiently different from, or substantially more
inclusive than that of the basic Scott-Fore sman list thus
prohibiting their inclusion in the graded bibliography.
The analysis of children’s literature books indicated
that these are written in a vocabulary beyond the level of
first grade readers. Fifty- six of these books have been
selected as valuable in enriching the basic concept
presented in the stories of the Curriculum Foundation
Series. The bibliography of books for enrichment is
selective and not inclusive.
The following tabulation summarizes the results of
:V
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the analysis of basal readers and literature books In
terras of the number of books available at each level.
Supplementary Enrichment
Reading Level Books Books
Pre-Primer 6 10
Primer, Unit I, II 8 10
Primer, Unit III 5 9
Primer, Unit IV 3 4
First Reader, Unit I 3 5
First Reader, Unit II 9
11First Reader, Unit III 8
First Readdr, Unit IV, V 15 7
Total 57 56
Books too difficult 53
no
The results of this study Indicated the need for
careful consideration In the choice of supplementary
material and In the placement of this material In reference
to the basal series. It emphasized the Importance of a
controlled vocabulary in the Introduction of first grade
materials. The study further suggested additional and
extended analysis of basal readers at other levels.
nl 82£ood 8TSbj0b*i a/axLanfj BXfJJ"
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2. Betts, E. A., "Study of Vocabulary of First Grade








4. Betzner, Jean, Exploring Literature with Children in
the Elementary School
,
New York: Teachers College,
Columbia, 1943.




6. Bradshaw, Ruth E.
,
"Children’s Choices of Poetry in




""7. Brumbaugh, Florence, "Children's Choices of Reading












10. Gans, Roma, "Guiding Children's Reading Through
Experiences", New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia, 1941.
11. Gates, A. I., Peardon, Celeste, and Sartorius, Ina,
"Studies of Children's Interests in Reading",
Elementary School Joumal
. 31:656, May 1931.
12. Gray, W.S., “Growth of Interest and Appreciation in
Reading", Elementary English Review, 17:139-43,
April 1940.
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PRE-PRIMER AND PRIMER VOCABULARY
VOCABULARY UNITS 1-4
1 a 1 can 1 find 1 house
3 all 1 car 1 for 1 L
4 am 2 cat 2 four 1 in
1 and 2 chicken 4 friends 3 into
3 animals 4 children 2 fun 1 is
2 are 2 cluck 2 get 1 it
2 at 1 come 1 go 4 Jack
2 ate 1 cookie 2 good 1 Jane
1 away 2 cow 2 good-bye 1 Jump
1 Baby 1 Dick 2 G-randfather Z kittens
1 ball 2 did 2 G-randmother 2 laughed
2 barn 2 do 2 guess 3 like
1 big 2 dog 3 happy 1 little
1 blue 3 doll 2 have 1 look
3 birthday 1 dovm 2 he 1 make
2 black 2 duck 2 hello 3 ma-ma
1 boat 2 eat 1 help 1 me
2 boV7-WOV7 2 egg 2 hen 2 mew
4 boy 2 family 1 here 1 Mother
3 bump 2 farm 2 home 3 must
2 but 2 fast 2 hop 1 my
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6 after 6 color 7 from 5 lost
8 again 7 corn 8 gallop 6 ma,de
8 along 7 could 6 give 5 man
7 an 8 dark 8 glad 8 many
7 another 5 day 7 gray 8 may
7 any 7 dear 6 green 5 maybe
7 apples 6 dinner 7 had 8 merry-go-round
6 as 6 don't 6 has 8 met
7 ask 7 door 6 head 7 milk
6 hang 5 Ellen 5 her 8 moo
6 back 7 every 8 hill 7 morning
6 basket 7 everyvdiere 6 him 8 Mr.
7 be 8 fat 6 his 8 Mrs.
6 began 7 feed 7 how 5 name
5 Bill 6 feet 6 hurry 7 Nancy
6 bird 7 fell 8 Jill 7 nest
6 book 8 fine 5 Jim 6 next
8 brown 5 first 7 Just 7 night
6 busy 5 five 5 know 8 nothing
5 buy 7 fly 5 last 7 nuts
7 call 7 food 5 let 7 of





























6 sleep 6 very
6 slower 5 wagon
7 snow 5 walk
7 some 5 way
5 splash 8 wee
7 squirrel 6 were
6 stop 5 which
5 store 7 v;hom
6 story 8 why
5 street 8 wind
7 surprise 7 wish
6 svrish 8 woman
5 take 7 yard






















7. Tim and Spot
8. Up and Down
9. Puff and Dick
10. Look and See
11. ''See Baby Go.
We Work and Play
1. Work
2. Play
3. Spot Helps Mother
4. Spot and Tim and Puff
5. Spot Works
6. Big and Little
7. The Funny Baby
8. Spot Helps Baby
9. Up and Down
10. Mother Makes Something
11. The Little Cars
12. Father Makes Boats
13. The Boats Go
14. Something Funny
We Come and Go
1. Go, Go, Go.
2. Tim and Baby Sally
3. Puff and Spot
4. Come and Jump
5. Come and See
6. Spot and the Ball
7. Come and Help
8. We Go Away
9. Something for Spot
10. Sally Sees the Cars































































12. We Make Something
13. Spot Finds Something
14. The Blue Boat
D. Fun with Dick and Jane - Family Fun
1. See It G-o
2. Guess, Guess
3. Something for Sally
4. Do I Do
5. Father Helps the Family
6. Sally Makes Something
7. Pretty, Pretty Puff
8. Jane Helps
9. A Funny Ride
II. Farm Friends
with Dick and Jane - Fun at the Farm
1. At the Farm
2. The Pony
3. The White Hen
4. A Family in the Barn
5. A Big, Big Dog




A. Fun vflth Dick and Jane - Fun with Pets and Toys
1. Fun for Little Quack
2. Little Rabbit
3. The Big, Blue Ball
4. In and Out
5. The Nevf Toy
6. The Toy Farm
7. Jane Wants a Doll
8. I^ho Can Talk?
"
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IV. Wild Animals
A. Fun with Dick and Jane - Fun with Our Friends
1. Sally Finds Friends
2. Who Can Find It?
3. Can You G-uess?
4. The Funny House
5. A Ride with Mother
6. What Sally Saw
7. Fun at School
8. Pets at School
V. Our Friends
A. Our New Friends - New Friends
1. The New Family
2. \Tho Will Ride?
3. Fun intthe New House
4. The First Day at School
5. A Play at School
6. The Big Umbrella
7. The Lost Pennies
8. A Big Friend
9. Patty and Her Pennies
VI. More Animal Friends
A. Our New Friends - Our Friends at Work
1. Time to Work
2. \^ho Will Help Tom?
3. Sally Helps
4. Old Toy Horse
5. Making Boats
6. The Little House
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B. Our Nevf Friends - Our Animal Friends
1. He^ppy Finds a Friend
2. Puff Has a Ride
3. A Friend Comes To School
4. Piky Gets Lost
5. Bunny Boy
6. IVho Took the Nuts
7. The Snow Party
8. Red Hen and the Valentine
9. A Home in the Tree
C. Our New Friends - Our Friends at Play
1. The Lost Toys
2. Playing Store
3. The Wind and the Umbrella
4. Jane*s Dear Old Doll
5. Round and Round
6. The Wind and the Toys
7. The Birthday
VII. Story Book Friends
A. Our New Friends - Story Book Friends
1. What Was It?
2. Little Duck Talks
3. Dinner at the Farm
4. Dark Pony
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